
Saint Gabriel   The Blue Diamond    6th primary      Chapter 1                     

Name : …………………………………  Class ………….  Date ………../……../…….. 

I- Write “True” or “False”  

1. The story happens in December.       …………. 

2. Holmes tells his friend about a tall man with an old hat .    …………. 

3. The tall man left a yellow bird in the street .      …………. 

4. A hotel doorman – Peterson – gave the hat and the bird to Holmes .  …………. 

5. Holmes gave the bird to Watson .       ………… 

6. Peterson’s wife found a green diamond in the bird .    …………. 

7. The owner of the old hat had some grey hairs .     …………. 

8. The tall man was rich now he is poor .      ………… 

9. The owner of the old hat is an intelligent old man .     …………. 

10.  The old hat was very clean .        ………… 

11. Holmes looked at the hat with a magnifying glass.     ………… 

12. Peterson was a housekeeper.        ………… 

13. The The bird was a fat duck .        ………… 

14. The tall man broke the window of the shop with his walking stick .  ………… 

15. One of the young men hit the tall man’s hat .     ………… 

16. Dr. Watson is a good friend of the famous detective Sherlock Holmes . ……….. 

17. Peterson brought two things : an old hat and a dead bird .    ………… 

18. Mrs. Baker put an advertisement in the newspaper about the hat .  ………… 

19. There is a little ticket on the goose’s right leg .     ………… 

20. The tall man bought the old hat three years ago .     ………… 



II- Complete the following sentences :  

1. Holmes tells his friend about a tall man with an ……………  …………… 

2. Peterson was a ……………. 

3. The bird was a fat ………………….. 

4. Peterson’s wife found a …………….  ………………. in the bird .  

5. Mr. Baker put an ……………..in the newspaper about the hat .  

6. There is a little ………………….. on the goose’s left leg .  

7. The old hat was very ……………………. 

8. The owner of the hat was an ………………….. man .  

9. A man with a big hat has a ………….. ………… and a man with a big head has a big 

………… and a man with a big brain …………… a lot .  

10. The owner of the hat was …………….now he is ……………. 

11. The owner of the hat had ………………hair , he was thirties or forties .  

12. The doorman found a hat on ………….………day .  

13. They found the letters ………………in the hat , too . 


